
Morphic M22/M27 Series Timepieces 
(MPH2201-MPH2206/MPH2701-MPH2706) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Crown / Button Protector: (if equipped) 

1) Pull outwards on the lower edge of the protector to free it from its latching mechanism. 
2) Relocate the protector to gain access to the crown / tachymeter buttons. 
3) Reposition the crown protector when use of crown / tachymeter buttons is finished. 

 
Setting Instructions: 

1) If equipped, relocate the crown / button protector. 
2) Pull the crown out two clicks. 
3) Set the current time by rotating the crown clockwise. 
4) Push the crown in one click. 
5) Set the current date by rotating the crown clockwise until the correct value is displayed. 
6) Push the crown in one click to commence timekeeping. 
7) If equipped, reposition the crown / button protector. 

 

Note: while setting the time, reference the 24 hour sub dial to ensure the time is set to 
am / pm hours accordingly. If the calendar indicators are changing in the afternoon or are 
cycling out of sync advance the time 12 hours. 

 
Tachymeter Functions: 
 

Start / Stop / Reset 
1) Press Button A to start the timer, press again to stop. 
2) Press Button B to reset the timer / hands. 

 

Lap Tracking 
1) Press Button A to start the timer. 
2) Press Button B to pause the hands of the timers (tachymeter will continue running). 
3) Press Button B to resume (timer hands will advance to current time). 
4) To stop the timer press Button A (tachymeter and timer hands will stop), press again to resume. 
5) To reset the timer press Button A to stop, then press Button B to reset. 

 

Water Resistance Guidelines 
Rating Submersible Capacity of Resistance 

No Marking No Splash/light contact only. 
5ATM No Hand/dish washing. 

10ATM Yes Low depth and short duration only. 
20ATM Yes Short duration diving up to 5 meters. 


